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Abstract

The capability of detachment control in JT-60SC is demonstrated with a divertor code (SOLDOR/NEUT2D).

Under the standard operation of the core edge density at 95% of the minor radius, nedge ¼ 3:2� 1019 m�3, the power

flow from the core plasma Qe ¼ Qi ¼ 6 MW, and the conductance of inner and outer cryopanels Cin ¼ Cout ¼ 50 m3/s,
the inner divertor plasma is partially detached and the outer divertor plasma attached. The inner divertor can be

changed from partially detached to attached plasma by inner pump of 150 m3/s. The fully detached inner divertor is

obtained in high density operation with nsep > 4� 1019 m�3, where nsep is the density at the separatrix outer midplane,
The elastic collision in a dense and cold divertor plasma (ne P 5� 1020 m�3, Te < 5 eV) play an important role on
detachment.
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1. Introduction

JT-60 has a plan to modify the machine to a super-

conducting coil tokamak, JT-60SC [1] to establish sci-

entific and technological bases for an attractive DEMO

reactor. The main objectives of the divertor research in

JT-60SC is to demonstrate detachment control under

the condition of a radiation fraction of �90%. In order
to control detachment and reduce impurity contamina-

tion in the main plasma with SOL flow induced by gas

puffing and divertor pumping, two cryopanels are in-

stalled under the private dome and an outer divertor.

Fig. 1 shows the JT-60SC divertor configuration. The

designed pumping speed of each cryopanel is 200 m3/s.

The divertor characteristics of JT-60SC have been

investigated using a 2D divertor code (SOLDOR/

NEUT2D) [2]. The purpose of this paper is to investi-

gate the capability of pumping and gas puffing of con-

trolling the detachment of divertor plasma. In the dense

and cold divertor plasma, elastic collision becomes im-

portant. Its effect on the divertor detachment is also

examined. The simulation model is described in Section

2. The simulation results for the JT-60SC divertor

characteristics are presented in Section 3. Summary is

given in Section 4.

2. Simulation code

The plasma parameters are calculated with a 2D fluid

code SOLDOR coupled with a 2D Monte Carlo neutral

code, NEUT2D. The model equations used in the

SOLDOR code are identical to the B2-code [3]. Fluid

equations are discretized in space by a finite volume

method and are full implicitly discretized in time, where

terms i.e. parallel/perpendicular diffusion and convec-

tive terms are evaluated at the next step (t ¼ tNþ1).

Furthermore, the terms at tNþ1 are linearized by the
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Newton–Raphson method. The discretized equations

are solved efficiently using approximate factorization

method. The feature of our code is that the total vari-

ation diminishing (TVD) scheme [4] is applied for con-

vective terms, for example r � ðnivkiÞ in the ion particle
conservation equation. The TVD schemes carefully treat

dissipation to get a solution without numerical oscilla-

tion and can simulate a shock wave without a defor-

mation of shock front. A simple radiation model is

employed, where a fraction of carbon impurity is as-

sumed to be 1.0% of the deuterium density and the ra-

diation loss coefficient LzðTeÞ is enhanced by impurity
recycling effect with assuming nesrecycle ¼ 1016 sm�3 [5].

The neutral gas transport is solved with a Monte

Carlo code, where test particles are followed by the

path-length estimator method. The code treats the re-

cycling neutral at the divertor plates and the wall, gas

puffing and the volume recombination (RC). Under the

dense and cold divertor conditions elastic collisions be-

tween neutrals and plasma ions become important.

Therefore, the elastic collision model is incorporated

into the NEUT2D code. The model, which is similar to

the DEGAS 2 code [6], simulate the elastic collision as

follows:

(1) The collision point of neutral test particles is calcu-

lated from
R L
0
ds=kðsÞ ¼ � ln n where L is the free

flight length, s is the distance from the emitted point
or the previous collision point along a straight line, n

is a uniform random number, k is the local mean free
path for all collision processes. i.e. ionization by

electrons (I-e), dissociation (DS), charge exchange

(CX) and elastic collision (EL).

(2) When a collision occurs, the collision type is chosen

in accordance with its probability.

(3) When an elastic collision is chosen, an ion collision-

partner with a velocity vi is sampled from a Max-

wellian distribution.

If rELðvrÞ � vr > n � ½rELðvrÞ � vr�max (where vr ¼jv0�
vij, n is a uniform random number), it is rejected, and
new velocity is sampled (rejection technique) [6].

(4) The scattering angle h is sampled from the tables of
hðEr; nÞ where Er is the relative energy and n is a uni-
form random number.

(5) The velocity of test particles after collision is deter-

mined from the scattering angle h and azimuthal
angle / ¼ 2pn sampled from a uniform random

number.

(6) The test particles are traced until it is absorbed by

pumps or is ionized in plasma.

The momentum and energy source terms due to

elastic collision are calculated by a kinetic description

[7], where they are averaged over the Maxwellian dis-

tribution function of the background ions, with follow-

ing trajectory of test particles.

3. Simulation results

Simulations are carried out mainly under the condi-

tion of the density at the core edge (95% of the minor

radius), nedge ¼ 3:2� 1019 m�3 and the power flow into

the SOL Qe ¼ Qi ¼ 6 MW. The mesh used in the present
simulations is shown in Fig. 1. The pumping effect is

simulated by exhausting neutral particles with a proba-

bility (fp) when they hit cryopanels. The particle exhaust
probabilities are set to be fp in ¼ 0:021, fp out ¼ 0:016,
which correspond to effective pumping speed at cryo-

panels of inner and outer divertor Cin � 50 m3/s, Cout �
50 m3/s, respectively. We assume D? ¼ 0:25 m2/s for the
particle diffusion coefficient and vi? ¼ ve? ¼ 1 m2/s for
the perpendicular thermal diffusivity, which are chosen

based on the transport coefficients obtained from sim-

ulations for various tokamaks [8]. The classical expres-

sions are used for the transport along the magnetic field.

Flux limits for electron heat conduction and momentum

flow are used [9]. Fig. 2 shows the density (ned) and
electron temperature (Ted) profiles in front of the target
plates. The electron temperatures at the inner and outer

strike point are 3.3 and 6.2 eV, respectively. The de-

tachment is characterized by two features: (1) ionization

front moves upstream from the vicinity of the targets

due to low electron temperature insufficient to ionize

Fig. 1. JT-60SC divertor configuration. Two cryopanels are

installed under the private dome and the outer divertor. The

grid used in simulations, the boundary condition (the electron

density at the core edge nedge, the electron power flow Qe, the ion
power flow Qi), the gas puffing rate from outer board Cpuff , the
exhaust probability (When neutral particles hit cryopanels, they

are exhausted with this probability.) fp are also shown.
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neutral particle (typically �5 eV); (2) a reduction of
plasma pressure due to momentum loss by charge ex-

change process and elastic collision. For the second

feature, we introduce an effective pressure ratio in each

flux tube defined as follows:

fm ¼ ðpe þ pi þ nimiv2kiÞtarget=ðpe þ pi þ nimiv2kiÞmidplane:
ð1Þ

The effective pressure ratio is nearly 1, when the di-

vertor plasma is attached. For the detachment, it falls

to fm6 0:5–0.6 at least. Only fm value of the flux tube
close to the inner strike point is less than 0.6, as shown in

Fig. 2. The figure indicates that the inner divertor

plasma is partially detached from the target and the

outer divertor plasma is attached.

We investigate the requirement for pumping and gas

puffing to change the detached/attached condition. The

inner strike point becomes attached when the conduc-

tance of inner cryopanel is increased from 50 to 150 m3/s.

Fig. 3 shows the density, electron temperature and the

effective pressure ratio in front of the inner divertor

plate. The parameters of ðned; Ted; fmÞ at the strike point
change from (6:3� 1020 m�3, 3.3 eV, 0.55) to (5:3� 1020
m�3, 6.7 eV, 0.83). Introducing gas puffing from out-

board, the temperature at the outer strike point

Fig. 3. Radial profiles of electron density and electron tem-

perature in front of the inner target plate. The pumping speed

of inner cryopanel is increased from Cin ¼ 50 m3/s (broken line)
to Cin ¼ 150 m3/s (solid line). Closed square shows effective
pressure ratio fm in case of Cin ¼ 150 m3/s.

Fig. 4. Radial profiles of electron density and electron tem-

perature without gas puffing (broken line) and with gas puff of

Fpuff ¼ 0:8� 1022 s�1 as a function of distance along outer
target plate. Closed square shows effective pressure ratio fm in
case of gas puffing.

Fig. 2. Radial profiles of electron density and electron temperature in front of the target plates. Closed square shows effective pressure

ratio fm (see text). The simulation parameters are nedge ¼ 3:2� 1019 m�3, Qe ¼ Qi ¼ 6 MW, Cin ¼ Cout ¼ 50 m3/s.
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decreases. The outer divertor plasma becomes partially

detached at Fpuff ¼ 0:8� 1022 s�1. This gas puffing rate
correspond to 80% of the particle outflux from the main

plasma. The parameters of ðned; Ted; fmÞ at the outer di-
vertor plate are shown in Fig. 4. The parameters at the

outer strike point change from (5:8� 1020 m�3, 6.2 eV,

0.83) to (6:8� 1020 m�3, 3.8 eV, 0.58).

A series of simulations is carried out for a density

scan. When the density at the separatrix reaches nsep ¼
4� 1019 m�3, the inner divertor plasma becomes fully

detached as shown in Fig. 5. The position of peak target

density moves from the inner strike point to 2 cm outside

and the peak density reaches 15� 1020 m�3. The elastic

collision effect on the detachment is investigated. Fig. 6

shows the particle flux (Fid) onto the inner divertor plate
as a function of nsep. Without the elastic collision, the Fid
increases with separatrix density. On the other hand, the

Fid calculated with the elastic collision deviates from a

linear rise above nsepP 3� 1019 m�3. The flux Fid de-
creases above nsep > 4� 1019 m�3 because the density in

front of the target decreases due to strong recombination.

Fig. 5. Radial profiles of electron density and electron temperature in front of the inner and outer target plate in high density operation

with nsep ¼ 4:3� 1019 m�3. Effective pressure ratio fm indicates the inner divertor is fully detached.

Table 1

Integration of momentum source for each collision type in the inner divertor, which are calculated for the partially detached plasma

with nsep ¼ 3:3� 1019 m�3 and elastic collision effects (see Fig. 6)

Whole region Te < 10 eV Te < 5 eV Te < 2 eV
Vol ¼ 0:938 m3 Vol ¼ 0:081 m3 Vol ¼ 0:012 m3 Vol ¼ 0:0002 m3

I-e þ5.82 þ3.61 þ42.71 þ0.04
CX )8.42 )7.87 )6.40 )0.07
RC )0.03 )0.03 )0.03 )0.008
EL-a )13.65 )12.87 )11.24 )0.83
EL-m )3.57 )3.57 )3.52 )0.85

Total )19.85 N )20.72 N )18.48 N )1.72 N

Fig. 6. Particle flux onto the inner target plate calculated with

elastic collisions (closed circles) and without elastic collisions

(open squares) as a function of the electron density at the

midplane. Simulation parameters are the same as those of Fig. 2

except for nedge:
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Table 1 shows the integration of the momentum source

for each collision type in the inner divertor. They are

calculated for the partially detached plasma with

nsep ¼ 3:3� 1019 m�3 and elastic collision effects (see

Fig. 6). The symbols of RC, EL_a and EL_m stand

for recombination (eþDþ ! D), atomic-elastic collision

(Dþ þD! Dþ þD) and molecular-elastic collision

(Dþ þD2 ! Dþ þD2), respectively. The symbol of Vol
denotes volume. The region where Te < 2 eV is very small
so that the momentum source due to recombination is

negligible. Table 1 indicates that the dominant mecha-

nism for momentum loss in partially detached plasma is

atomic-elastic collision (not charge exchange process).

4. Summary

The divertor characteristics in JT-60SC are investi-

gated with the SOLDOR/NEUT2D code. The capability

of detachment control in JT-60SC is demonstrated.

Under the standard operation of the edge density

nedge ¼ 3:2� 1019 m�3, the power flow from the core

plasma Qe ¼ Qi ¼ 6 MW, and the conductance of inner
and outer cryopanels Cin ¼ Cout ¼ 50 m3/s, the inner
divertor plasma is partially detached and the outer di-

vertor plasma attached. The inner divertor can be

changed from partially detached to attached plasma by

inner pump of 150 m3/s. The outer divertor can be

changed from attached to partially detached by gas

puffing of 0:8� 1022 s�1, which correspond to 80% of the

particle outflux from the main plasma. The fully de-

tached inner divertor is obtained in high density opera-

tion with nsep > 4� 1019 m�3. The elastic collision in a

dense and cold divertor plasma (ne P 5� 1020 m�3,

Te < 5 eV) play an important role on detachment.
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